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QUESTION 1

Which statement is NOT true? 

A. REORG table space to materialize pending definition changes for a table space. 

B. REORG with SHRLEVEL CHANGE would automatically detect which threads need to be canceled before switch
phase. 

C. DSNACCOX can be used for collecting data for table space and index space for getting recommendations when to
run REORG, RUNSTATS or COPY. 

D. REORG of index space could be eliminated because the list prefetch of index leaf pages in DB2 V10 is based on non-
leaf page information. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

The application will be handling a large volume of input data that will need to be added to or update 4 different tables.
On average, there will be 50 million input records daily. To ensure that the application process to SQL INSERT and SQL
UPDATE(or SQL MERGE) delivers a high level of availability to the tables involved in this application process, what is a
key component of the application coding? 

A. Issue a LOCK TABLE for all 4 tables. 

B. Execute the SQL INSERT before the SQL UPDATE. 

C. Provide an effective commit / restart process. 

D. Run a QUIESCE utility before the process starts. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

In the CFRM policy, what is the purpose of the PREFLIST? 

A. To identify the size of the structure. 

B. To identify all the DB2 members in the group. 

C. To identify the preferences for DB2 restart in the event of a disconnection. 

D. To identify the preferences for structure rebuild/reallocation during a coupling facility failure. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

You have been asked to find packages that use isolation level UR in dynamic SQL. Which trace will be utilized? 

A. Audit trace class(4) 

B. Monitor trace class(6) 

C. Performance trace class(3) 

D. Accounting trace class(1,2,3,7,8) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

What would be a reason for altering the clustering index of a table? 

A. To increase free space. 

B. Because the clustering index has to match the primary index. 

C. To choose a clustering index to favor batch sequential processing. 

D. To choose a clustering index to promote sequential inserts at the end of the table space. 

Correct Answer: C 
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